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3 Claims. 

This invention relates to automatic telephone 
Systems and particularly to improvements in reg 
istering mechanism for digits. 
An object of the invention is to improve and 

Simplify circuit arrangements used in connection 
With CrOSS-bar Switches as registering mechanism. 

Heretofore systems have been provided in 
Which cross-bar switches have been used for 
registering digits. In these systems a digit was 
registered by the operation of the desired select 
ing magnet followed by the operation of a hold 
ing magnet when the recording on a set of 
Counting relays of a series of impulses repre 
Senting the digit was completed. Cross-bar 
Switches have also been used as selectors and 
connectors where, in the case of a selector, the 
Selecting magnets were operated and released by 
Succeeding impulses in the digit dialed until the 
last impulse in the digit was reached when the 
corresponding Selecting magnet was operated and 
then maintained operated, while the holding 
magnets Were operated automatically in succes 
Sion to hunt for an idle trunk. When a SWitch 
Was used as a connector both the selecting mag 
nets and the holding magnets were controlled 
by the tens and units digits respectively in the 
Sane manner aS the Selecting magnets were con 
trolled When a Switch was used as a selector. 
. This invention is applicable to a registering sys 
ten using cross-bar switches. The arrangement 
for registering digits includes a pulsing relay and 
a circuit comprising several relays responsive to 
Series of impulses received from the pulsing re 
lay for operating and releasing selecting magnets 
in Succession, one for each impulse, and for lock 
ing the Selecting magnet operated by the last 
impulse in each series received and a similar 
circuit arrangement responsive at the end of each 
Series of impulses for operating and holding op 
erated a Succeeding holding magnet and restor 
ing the selecting magnet locked by the corre 
sponding series received. The Same type of cir 
cuit arrangerinent is used for the control of both 
the selecting magnets and the holding magnets 
and conprises in general two relays for each cir 
cuit. In the case of the Selecting magnet control 
the two associated relays are operated for every 
odd impulse and released for every even impulse, 
and in the case of the holding magnet control 
the two associated relays are operated after every 
odd digit and released after every even digit. 

he invention has been illustrated in the ac 
companying dra Wing, in Which a System is repre 
sented as comprising a cross-bar Switch SW, 
used as a register, with its selecting magnets S1 
to S10 and holding magnets H1 to H4 located im 
mediately to the left and botton thereof respec 
tively. This system also shows a receiving pulse 
relay actuated by the Subscriber's dialing de 
vice in Subscriber Set A, which for the purpose 

(C. 179-18) 
of this description may be assumed to have been 
connected over line 2 to pulse relay O via a 
line finder or line Switch, not shown, control re 
lays 3 to 6 for operating the selecting magnet 
in accordance With the digit number dialed, con- 5 
trol relays to 2 for operating the holding 
magnet for each digit dialed, a digit control Switch. 
22 for connecting a sending pulse relay 24 to 
croSS-points on the Switch SW in transmitting 
the recorded subscriber's number and release re- l0 
lay 26 for wiping out the record after it has been 
transmitted to the connecting SWitches. 
The CrOSS-bar SWitch SW indicated in the 

dra Wing may be that of any mechanism having 
equivalent selecting and holding magnets for op- lis 
erating contacts in the bank of the switch. More 
specifically, reference may be had to the Patent 
2,021,329 to J. N. Reynolds, of Nov. 19, 1935, in 
which such a Switch is described. For the pur 
poses of this description it has been elected to 20 
show a switch having the customary ten rows 
of contacts high but only four instead of the usual 
ten rows wide. Also, for simplicity each cross 
point is represented by one set of make contact 
springs but it will be readily understood that 25 
other spring combinations could be provided. 
Normally, all contact springs are unoperated but 
When one of the holding magnets operates at the 
time one of the Selecting magnets is in an Op 
erated condition, then the contact springs at the 30 
corresponding cross-point will close and remain 
closed as long as the holding magnet remains 
operated, even though the Selecting magnet does 
immediately release. Other contact springs in 
the same vertical row with the holding magnet, 35 
therefore, remain in a normal position and can 
not be closed by their corresponding selecting 
magnets as long as the holding magnet in that 
row remains operated. This mechanism, as 
shown, registers four different digits, one on each 40 
row of contacts controlled by its corresponding 
holding magnet in a manner presently to be 
described. 
Assuming now, for example, that a three digit 

number such as 454 is to be registered, it will be 45 
shown how relays f3, 4, 5 and 6 function. On 
the dialing of the first digit to cause each of 
selecting magnets S1 to S4 to operate and release 
in turn for each pulse delivered by relay 0. 
On the fourth pulse of the first digit as S4 se- 50 
lecting magnet operates the holding magnet H1 
operates to lock in an operated position the 
corresponding contact Springs at the CroSS-point 
4 in the first row of bank contacts. It will also 
be shown how relays 7, 8, 9, 20 and 2 function 55 
to control the operating ground for the holding 
magnets H1 to H4. In the example chosen, after 
the number 4 representing the first digit has been 
recorded by the operation of hold magnet H1, 
the ground circuit is shifted to the magnet H2 60 
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2 
so that when the next digit 5 has been dialed 
the H2 magnet will be operated and thus operate 
contact springs 27 in the second row of bank 
contacts. The ground circuit is then shifted to 
the hold magnet His so that it may be operated 
to function contact Springs 28 after the last digit . 
4 has been dialed. In this manner any number 
of impulses may be registered on Switch SW 
dependent only on the capacity of the bank to 
carry the required contact springs. - 
Upon completion of registration, the register 

circuit may be made to function in any one of 
a number of well-known ways to step the control 
Switch 22 with its magnet 23 for Successively con 
necting the sending pulse relay 24 to leads 36 
one at a time, thence to interrupter leads 3 de 
pending on the particular set of contact Springs 
in each row that is operated. It will be readily 
understood that the first One of the interrupter 
leads. 37 at the top of the Switch Will always be 
capable of emitting one pulse continuously at 
intervals, the next lead two pulses and so on 
to the bottom lead which emits ten pulses. The 
sending pulse relay 24 will therefore follow the 
pulses of the lead to which it is connected and 
under the control (not shown) of the register 
circuit Will function to extend the Subscriber's 
talking connection in any well-known manner 
through connecting SWitches, not shown, to a 
called Subscriber Station. 
When a Subscriber calls, the lifting of the tele 

phone receiver from its hook closes the circuit 
in the usual way through a line relay, not shown, 
at the central office. If as assumed, the tele 
phone system employs line finders for making 
connection. With a Subscriber sender and register 
circuit, operation of Said line relay starts an idle 
line finder circuit to hunting for and connect the 
Calling line With an idle Subscriber Sender and 
Sender register circuit. As these equipments are 
Well-known in the art they have not been shown 
and it will therefore be assumed that when the 
subscriber starts dialing the number of the 
Wanted party, the pulsing or Subscriber's loop 
circuit is connected as shown in the drawing 
through leads 2 to the pulse relay O. 
The manner in Which the operation of pulse 

relay 0 is registered on the cross-bar switch 
SW Will now be described. A circuit through the 
Windings of pulse relay 0 to battery and ground 
is now closed by the subscriber over the sub 
Scriber's line causing said relay to operate and 
in turn operate relay which connects direct 
ground to the top and bottom armatures of relay 
f0 and is Sufficiently slow in releasing to remain 
Operated during the open intervals of the Sub 
Scriber's dial. The Subscriber upon dialing the 
first digit 4 of the number 454, for example, 
CauSeS pulse relay 0 to release and reoperate 
four times. On its first release ground is applied 
by the top armature to slow-release relay 7 
which operates and remains operated as long 
as the pulses continue in any digit dialed. Relay 
fT in turn operates relay 8, the function of which 
Will later be described. The lower armature 30 
of relay 0 on its first release closes a circuit 
Starting from the ground on lower armature and 
front contact relay , armature 30 and back 
contact relay f, lead 3, armature 29 and back 
contact relay 6, lead 32, back contact and arma 
ture of relay 3 to battery through relay 5. 
Relay 5 in operating connects at contact 33 a. 
locking circuit for itself through top winding of 
relay 6 and ground over lead 34 at bottom front 
contact relay 8. Current, however, does not 
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flow in this latter circuit until pulse relay O 
reoperates. In the meantime, ground. On the top 
armature relay 5 causes selecting magnet S1 to 
operate over a path traced from ground through 
the top front contact relay 5, armature 38 of 
relay 4 and its back contact, through winding 
of S1 magnet to battery. Operation of Selecting 
magnet S1 prepares a path at its right front 
contact for later operating selecting magnet S2, 
otherwise it has no function at this time. At 
the end of the first dial pulse relay 0 reoperates 
breaking ground at armature 30 to armature 29 
of relay 6. This ground path having acted as 
a shunt on the top winding of relay 6 now al 
lows the latter relay to operate. Relay 6 at its 
top arnature connects ground through the top 
winding of relay f4 to battery, causing it to oper 
ate. Relay 6 at contact 39 Supplies a holding 
ground for selecting magnet Si So it Will not re 
lease when relay 4 operates and breaks the Si 
Operating circuit through armature 38 previously 
traced. Relay 5 at armature 29 also prepares 
a circuit from battery through relay 3, lower 
winding relay f6, and armature 29 over lead 3 
to bottom back contact of pulse relay fo which 
at the moment is operated. Thus at the end of 
the first of the four pulses in the first digit re 

...lays 4, f 5 and f6 remain in an operated position 
and relay 3 in normal position. Selecting mag 
net S1 also remains operated. 
At the beginning of the Second pulse when 

relay f again releases, ground on bottom arma 
ture 30 of relay O is connected over lead 3 
through bottom winding relay 6 which is oper 
ated at this time, lead 35 to winding relay 3 to 
battery. This path continues to hold relay 6 
operated and operates relay 3 which opens the 
circuit for relay 5. Relay 5 releasing, con 
nectS ground at its top back contact to lead 40, 
thence through the right front contact on select 
ing magnet S1 to Winding and battery on Select 
ing magnet S2 causing the latter to operate and 
lock over the left front contact to leads 4 and 
42, contact 43 on relay 15, lead 44, contact 45 and 
armature 46 on relay 4, lead 34, to ground on 
bottom contact of relay 8. Relay 5 at contact 
33 opens the circuit of the top winding of relay 
6 but the bottom winding continues to hold this 

relay operated. Nothing further happens until 
relay 0 reoperates when it removes ground at its 
bottom armature 39 from lead 3 f, armature 29 
and botton Winding of relay f6, thereby releasing 
both relays 3 and 6. Relay 3 at its top break 
contact and relay 6 at its arnature 29 and back 
contact prepare a path over lead 3 for the next 
pulse. Release of relay 6 at contact 39 opens 
locking ground for Selecting magnet S1 causing 
the latter to release, Removal of ground on top 
make contact relay 6 opens circuit through top 
winding relay 4 but the latter does not release 
until all pulses in the digit have been sent since 
it is now held operated from battery through its 
lower winding, contact 45 and armature 46 
through lead 34 and ground at front contact relay 
f8. Release of relay f 6 also connects lead 42 to 
lead 5 at back contact 52 relay 6 so that when 
On the next pulse relay 5 operates and opens con 
tact 43 the selecting magnet S2 will remain oper 
ated. Thus at the end of the second of the four 
pulses in the first digit, relay 4 remains operated 
and relays 3, 5 and 6 remain normal. Select 
ing magnet S2 also remains operated. 
At the beginning of the third pulse when relay 

fo releases, ground on bottom armature 30 and 
back contact relay f ( is connected over lead 3, 
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2,088,222 
armature 29 and back contact relay 6, lead 32, 
back contact and armature relay 3 to battery 
through relay 5. This path is identical with 
that traced for the first pulse and likewise results 
in the immediate operation of relay 5 and the 
later Operation of relay 6 after the pulse relay 

reoperates. Relay 5 operating causes select 
ing magnet S3 to operate over a path traced from 
ground on top armature and front contact relay 
5, armature 38 and front contact relay 4, lead 
i8, right front contact on selecting magnet S2, 
Winding of Selecting magnet S3 to battery. The 
left front contact on the magnet S3 closes a lock 
ing path for itself over lead 49, front contact 50 
On relay 5, lead 45, contact 45 and armature 46 
of relay 4, lead 34 to ground at relay f8. When 
pulse relay reoperates, the direct ground on 
lead 3 for holding relay 5 operated is replaced 
by the ground path through top winding relay 6 
Which Operates as previously described in connec 
tion. With the first pulse. Relay 6 operating 
opens back contact 52 which opens the ground 
path previously traced for holding the selecting 
magnet S2. Thus at the end of the third of the 
four pulses in the first digit relays 4, 5 and 6 
remain operated and relay 3 remains normal. 
Selecting magnet S3 also remains Operated. 
At the beginning of the fourth pulse relay 0 

releases causing the operation of relay 3 and the 
release of relay 5 and operation of Selecting 
magnet S4 and the later release of relays 3 and 
6 in a manner identical with that described 
above for the second pulse. Thus at the end of 
the fourth pulse, relays 0 and f4 remain oper 
ated and relays 3, 5 and 6 normal. Selecting 
magnet S4 also remains operated. This being the 
last pulse in the first number 4 of the three digit 
number 454, a short interval elapses before the 
subscriber starts sending the second digit. In 
this interval relay 7 releases, thereby releasing 
relay 8. The latter relay, however, is sufficiently 
slow to release to permit relay 9 to operate over 
a path traced from ground. On back contact and 
armature 53 of Selecting magnet S1, lead 54, top 
front contact relay 8, lower armature and back 
contact relay 7, lead 55, contact 56 and winding 
of relay 9, resistance 5 to battery. Relay 29 
does not operate at this time due to the ground on 
lead 55 being connected direct to the upper arma 
ture and back contact relay 29 to resistance 58 
which path is in parallel with the path from lead 
55 traced through contact 56 or from ground on 
armature 6 of relay 9, lead 59, winding relay 20 
to the Sane resistance 58. Relay 9 thus being 
operated provides a locking circuit for itself on 
arnature 6 over lead 6 from the back contact 
62 of relay 26 to ground. 
The operation of relay 9 at its lower armature 

connects ground to the top armature and back 
contact relay 2, thence through the winding of 
holding magnet H1 to battery. Holding magnet 
H1 thereupon Operates and at its botton make 
contact closes a locking circuit for itself to 
ground on top back contact and armature of 
relay 26. Contact SpringS 4 in the bank of cross 
bar Switch SW are thus caused to operate and, 
as previously described, the operation of other 
Selecting magnets in recording the succeeding 
digit numbers will not cause any other contacts 
in the same vertical roW for the holding magnet 
Hi to operate. Slow relay 8 finally releases and 
opens ground at the bottom armature from lead 
34 thereby causing relay 4 to release followed by 
the release of Selecting magnet S4 and restoring 
of this portion of the circuit to normal, prepara 

3 
tory to the dialing of the next digit. Release of 
relay 8 also opens the ground path over lead 54 
So that Winding of relay 20 is no longer short 
circuited by the circuit through lead 55 and top 
break contact on relay 20. The latter relay thus 
operates and both relays 9 and 20 continue to 
be held by the ground at armature 60 of relay 9 
until the end of the next digit is dialed by the 
subscriber. Relay 20 operates relay 2 which 
prepares a path for operating Succeeding holding 
magnets H2 etc. Relay 2 remains operated until 
the complete number is dialed. 
The Subscriber on dialing the Second digit 5 

of the number 454 in the example causes puls 
ing relay 0 to operate and release five times. On 
its first release, ground at its top back contact 
closes the circuit for again operating relay and 
in turn relay 8, both of which remain operated 
until the five pulses are sent by the subscriber's 
dial. The first four out of the five pulses from 
the dial control pulse relay O and associated re 
lays 3 to 6 in the same manner as described 
above for the first digit 4. At the end of the 
fourth digit therefore relays 3, 5 and S will 
remain normal with relay 4 and Selecting mag 
net S4 operated. At the beginning of the fifth 
pulse relay f releases causing the operation Of 
relay 5 and later the operation of relay 6 over 
the same paths previously traced in connection 
with the first pulse of the digit 4. Relay 5 oper 
ating closes ground at its top make contact to 
a path traced over armature 38, and front con 
tact of relay 4 to lead 48, thence through right 
front contact to a Selecting magnet S4 to the 
Winding and battery on selecting magnet S5. The 
latter magnet upon operating provides a locking 
circuit for itself at its left front contact over lead 
49, through make contact 50 on relay 5, lead 
44, to ground at contact 45 on relay 4. Later, 
as pulse relay to reoperates, relay 6 operates 
and at its back contact 52 breaks the ground 
circuit, over lead 5 from relay 4, to lead 4, 
thereby releasing selecting magnet S4. The net 
result, therefore, of the five impulses from the 
Subscriber's dial is to get Selecting magnet S5 in 
an operated position. At the end of these pulses 
the relay releases and closes a ground path 
for causing relay 9 to release. This path is 
traced from ground on back contact and arma 
ture 53 of selecting magnet S1, over lead 54, top 
make contact on relay 8, bottom break contact 
On relay 7, lead 55, through top armature and 
front contact relay 20 to resistance 57. Since the 
holding path for relay 9 is also traced from 
ground On its own top armature 60 front contact, 
and Winding to the same resistance 57, it will be 
evident that the first path traced from direct 
ground Will shunt out the ground path through 
the Winding of relay 9, thereby causing its re 
lease. Relay 9 in releasing at contact 56 trans 
fers the holding of relay 20 to lead 55. Relay is 
also closes a circuit for operating holding magnet 
H2 over a path traced from ground on its bot 
tOn armature and back contact through contact 
6 On holding magnet H1 and thence through 
the top winding on holding magnet H2 to bat 
tery. When the slow releasing relay 8 releases 
it opens the ground path through break contact 
on relay and the lead 55 causing relay 20 also 
to release and prepare the circuit control of re 
lays f9 and 20 for the next digit. Release of re 
lay 8 at its bottom contact also removes ground 
from lead 34, causing Selecting magnet control 
relays 4 to 6 to restore to normal for use in 
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4. 
recording the next digit. Selecting magnet S5 
then releases. When holding magnet H2 oper 
ated it caused the contact springs 27 in the 
bank of the Switch SW to operate, due to the 
Selecting magnet S5 being in an operated position 
at that time. The holding magnet H2 locks 
through its bottom winding and bottom make 
Contact to ground on relay 26 and remains oper 
ated until after the registered number is no 
longer required. 
The subscriber upon dialing the last digit 4 

of the number 454 again causes relay 0 to foll 
low the contact closure of the dial and it may be 
aSSuined that relays 3 to 6 function in identical 
ly the same manner as described above for the 
first digit of the number. At the end of these 
four pulses of the relay 9, relay fill releases again 
and closes a circuit from ground at contact and 
al'Inature. On Selecting magnet S1, lead 54, top 
make contact relay 8, top break contact relay 
l, lead 55, contact 56 and Winding on relay 9, 
through resistance 57 to battery. Relay 9 oper 
atting closes ground at its bottom make contact 
through top arnature and front contact relay 
2, over lead 63, through top make contact on 
holding magnet H2 to top winding H3 to battery. 
When slow-release relay f8 releases it opens the 
ground path at its top make contact as described 
above for permitting relay 29 to operate and at 
its bottom contact it opens the circuit previously 
described for restoring the selecting magnet con 
trol relay 3 to 6 to normal. The holding mag 
net H3 through its bottom winding and bottom 
make contact remains locked to the bottom break 
contact on relay 26 previously described. 

Having thus described the registering of a three 
digit number 454 it can be seen that numbers With 
any other number of digits may likewise be reg 
istered. Usually, a cross-bar switch of ten digit 
capacity is employed in order to provide for ad 
ditional digits to the normal subscriber number 
which indicate party numbers and the like. When 
the subscriber sender proceeds to set up the con 
necting Switches guided by the number registered 
on the cross-bar switch, the sending Switch 22 
will be made to take one step at a time by con 
trol of the magnet 23. This Switch connects the 
Sending pulse relay 24 from battery to the leads 
designated 36 one at a time. When connected to 
the first row of contacts the sending pulse relay 24 
will be operated by four ground impulses being 
impressed on One of the leads 37 connected to the 
armature of contact springs 4 in the first row of 
contacts. When connected to the Second roW at 
contact 2, pulse relay 24 will be operated by five 
ground impulses and again when connected to 
the third row at contact. 28 it will be operated by 
four pulses. Each different one of the leads 37 
Supplies a different number of ground impulses 
corresponding to the contact springs to which 
they are connected. The sending pulse relay 24 
thus repeats the number registered on the switch 
by opening and closing the contact 25 which may 
be made to control connecting switches in any 
Well-known manner. . . . 

When the registered number is no longer re 
quired the register equipment will be restored to 
normal by the Sender causing the operation of 
release relay 25. This relay at its top and bottom 
back contacts opens the locking circuit for all 
holding magnets H1, H2 etc. causing them and 
their associated contact springs to restore to nor 
mal. At contact 62 on relay 26 ground is re 
moved from lead 6 for restoring relays 9, 20 
and 2. Upon the further disconnection of the 
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sender from the line finder the circuit to the 
pulse relay O will have been broken allowing the 
relay 8 to release and thereafter to release slow 
relay and restoring the register circuit com 
pletely to normal. 
What is claimed is: 
1. In a telephone system, a cross-bar Switch 

Comprising Selecting magnets and holding mag 
nets and means responsive to the operation of a 
Selecting magnet followed by the operation of a 
holding magnet for establishing a corresponding 
connection in said Switch, a pulsing relay, means 
responsive to a Series of impulses from said relay 
for Operating and releasing said selecting mag 
netS in Succession, one by each impulse and for 
locking the Selecting magnets operated by the 
last impulse in each series received, and means 
responsive at the end of each series of impulses 
for operating and holding operated the succeed 
ing holding magnet and for releasing the select 
ing magnet locked by the corresponding series 
received. 

2. In a telephone system, a cross-bar switch 
Comprising contacts arranged in horizontal and 
Vertical roWs, two sets of lines, each line of One 
Set connected to contacts in a corresponding hori 
ZOntal roW, and each line of the other set con 
nected to contacts in a corresponding vertical 
rOW, a Selecting magnet for each horizontal row, 
a holding magnet for each vertical row, means 
effective on the operation of a selecting magnet 
followed by the operation of a holding magnet 
for establishing a connection at the contacts at 
the intersecting point between corresponding 
lines, a pulsing relay, sets of relays and circuit 
means responsive to series of impulses from said 
pulsing relay for operating and releasing said se 
lecting magnets in Succession, one by eachimpulse 
and for maintaining the selecting magnet oper 
ated by the last impulse received in each series, a 
Second Set of relays and circuit means responsive 
at the end of each series of impulses for operat 
ing and holding operated a succeeding holding 
magnet and release the selecting magnet locked 
by the corresponding series received. 

3. In a telephone system, a cross-bar switch 
comprising Selecting magnets and holding mag 
nets and means responsive to the operation of a 
Selecting magnet followed by the operation of a 
holding magnet for establishing a corresponding 
connection in said Switch, a pulsing relay, means 
including two relays responsive to a series of im 
pulses to operate on every odd impulse and re 
leasing on every even impulse of said series, means 
responsive on the Succeeding alternate operations 
of Said relays for Operating and releasing succeed 
ing Selecting magnets and locking the last select 
ing magnet Operated on the last operation or re 
lease of Said relays in response to the last impulse 
received, means including a third relay operative 
to actuate said third relay when the first impulse 
is received in Said Series and operated to release 
Said third relay When the last impulse has been 
received, means including a fourth and fifth relay 
Operative to actuate said fourth and fifth relay 
on the release of said third relay at the end of 
each Odd Series and to release said fourth and 
fifth relay on the release of said third relay at 
the end of each even Series, and means operat 
ing in response to the operation or release of said 
fourth and fifth relays for operating and holding 
Operated Succeeding holding magnets and for 
releasing the selecting magnets locked by the cor 
responding Series. 
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